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ABSTRACT 

Thesis Statement: 

Architecture should satisfy its users' needs through the designer's special con

sideration of the unique character of micro environmental variables using energy 

conserving principles. 

The relationship between architectural variables and micro environmental variables 

led to the key point that energy conserving principles are a result of the interaction 

between the two variables. 

Conclusions: 

Project Description 

The project consisted of a mountain top restaurant and a commercial day center in 

the valley of the ski development, Ski Yellowstone at Hebgen Lake. The two buildings 

were used to show how architectural variables will respond according to micro environ

mental changes. 
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THESIS STATEMENT: 

Architecture should satisfy its users needs through the designer's special 

consideration of the unique character of micro-environmental variables using 

energy conserving principles. 

Inception: 

At the outset of the thesis programming quarter, my principle interests in 

architecture lay with the ideas of methodology and indigeneous architecture (that 

which man built for himself with his own hands and ideas using native materials 

and technology). Having previously completed a quarter concerning itself primarily 

with methodology with special emphasis on a method for conceptualizing,my thesis 

thrust began moving toward an understanding of the relationship between indigeneous 

(vernacular) architecture and current technology. 

Two examples of this interaction that come to mind are: 1. Some indigeneous 

architecture used steeply sloping roofs to shed precipitation while also using the 

structural characteristics of the triangle for support of the roof structure. How

ever, today's technology allows us the use of prefabricated steel trusses which 

similarly use the triangles inherent structural capabilities but in such a manner 

so as to give us flat roofs and as a result yield a more efficient use of building 

space. 

2. Again some vernacular architecture used sod on the roof to provide insulation 

for the structure as well as weight to the walls to help seal cracks in the log con

nections, yet today's technology provides us with the opportunity to use commercial 

fiber blanket insulation which can provide the same insulative qualities using much 

much less quantity. 

One of the major considerations that must be made is the fact that the production 

of steel for trusses and fiberglass for batt insulation have a cost to society that 

previously sloping wood trusses and sod insulation did not have. The question arises, 

then, "How does one decide which material or structural system to use?" (To name 

only two of the myriad of choices to be made in an architectural solution to a 

building problem) 

Going beyond functional or aesthetic reasons for the choice of materials the 

subject of economics always seems to have some voice in the decision. A discussion 

of the economics of choice in this context is found in the portion of this thesis 

entitled "Towards a New Building Economy." 



My original inclination for a thesis statement came about as a result of a com

promise between vernacular architecture and current technology and is as follows: 

"How can we use technology to 
our indigeneous advantage?" 

At this point the idea of regionality had an influence on my first thesis in

clination and modified it as follows: 

"Architecture must find a compromise 
between technology and vernacular to 

develop a regional architecture for Montana today." 

It seemed the reason architecture should develop regionality was so that its 

buildings fit and operate efficiently with its surroundings, climatologically, environ' 

mentally, visually, and for conservation of energy. 

The above discussion led me to my first statement which follows: 

"Architecture should seek regional 
character. . .in its use of materials, 
building configuration and orientation 
in order that its building may operate 

harmoniously with its environment." 

An examination of "harmoniously with its environment" leads to the following 

seven points: 

1. So that the building or by-products do not adversely affect its 
environment. 

2. So that environment may be used to the building's advantage. 

3. So that its users may reach their full potential and its nonusers 
are unimposed. 

4. So that construction observes rules of natural preservation. 

5. So that materials consumed can be replenished and not merely 
stolen from the earth (conservation). 

6. So that production or preparation of materials used produces 
little or no effluents. 

7. So that transportation of materials does not unn -.essarily expend energy. 

Original Inclination: 

First Statement: 
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Two Points: 

This point in my research led me to House Form and Culture by Amos Rapoport. 

This work and others eventually pointed to two key turning points in my evolution 

of my thesis statement as it remains. These two points are as follows: 

1. Two different cultures, given the same physical parameters and 
characteristics will produce two different forms. 

2. Indigeneous architecture is a result of the consideration of 
the immediate situation and the physical and cultural prin
ciples involved at that time and place. 

Definition: 

Architecture (as it should be known) should satisfy its user's needs (cultural, 

economic, utilitarian, psychological, social) through the designer's special con

sideration (an in-depth study, far removed from a fashionable tokenism glance) of 

the unique character (each site and circumstance of construction) of the micro 

(at a scale of the immediate site, the context of macro meaning a much larger 

pattern) environmental variables (climate: air movement, precipitation, solar 

radiation, etc.; topography: geology, limnology, vegetation, wildlife, etc.; 

amenities: view, access, etc.) using energy conserving principles (transportation 

costs, building configuration, natural lighting and ventilation, comfort tolerances, 

etc.). 

Project Choice: 

The four seasons destination resort, Ski Yellowstone, was chosen as a vehicle 

to test this thesis because of its proximity, its nature, a year around ski resort 

with a variety of building types, and the environmental information available. Ski 

Yellowstone, having an environmental impact study and preliminary development plan 

previously completed, allowed me to address my problem with a minimum of extraneous 

site information and history gathering. 

My thesis does not, therefore, question Ski Yellowstone or the topic of new 

Montana ski developments nor does it question the building types, number, size, or 

location of such buildings involved with Ski Yellowstone, but merely uses the mountain 

top restaurant and valley commercial center as a vehicle to test my thesis statement. 
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IN INTRODUCTION 



The research for this thesis set out to investigate the forces that shaped 

indigeneous architecture. Through this type of investigation, it was hoped a 

knowledge of specific indigeneous shapes and building techniques would be gained. 

This new understanding was to be applied in the traditional high style manner to 

a building of today. As the research progressed, this attitude was modified by two 

ideas and as a result, shifted direction to what this thesis eventually became. 

These two modifiers were: 1. the book, House Form and Culture. In it Amos Rapoport 

builds the case that the major forces that have shpaed man's building can be cate

gorized into two main headings: a) cultural forces, b) environmental forces. 

This indicated that the built environment has not been and is not now controlled 

by the designers. It is a result of "vernacular" (folk, popular) architecture and 

has largely been ignored in architectural history and theory. 

2. The concept that indigeneous shapes were derived from logical "principles" 

of materials and shapes, and adapted to local conditions using native materials. I 

became aware of the idea that a knowledge of older primitive or indigeneous methods 

of building and uses of materials was useless without an understanding of the principles 

with which they built. 

The thrust of the thesis, therefore, is to understand those principles, the micro 

environmental variables unique to my sites, and combine the two with the materials avail

able today to form what could be called an indigeneous architecture. 

The first portion of my research deals with the cultural forces that have shaped 

our built environment, the second deals with the environmental forces and the third 

points to a new value system with which to base future decisions involved with a 

built environment. 

The contrast between anonymous, vernacular "primitive" type architecture and what 

Mr. Rapoport calls "high style design" has placed an important-unimportant value system 

on our building. The so called primitive architecture has been placed on the unimportant 

value list, while, because of our culture, high style design has been placed on the im

portant side. 

The point here is that even though "primitive" indigeneous architecture has gen

erally been ignored, we must acknowledge that there is a great deal to learn from the built 



environment of these conditions. He points to the ideas that if two different and 

unique cultures were given the same environmental variables, they would inevitably 

arrive at two unique solutions. In other words, although natural environmental 

forces greatly affect the built environment, it is the cultural forces that ultimately 

provide the guidelines for what is built. 
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Ski Yellowstone was conceived as a recreation community proposed for the Mount 

Hebgen area near Grayling, Montana, off Hebgen Lake. The resort is to be located 

adjacent to U.S. Highway 287 approximately 12 miles northwest of West Yellowstone, 

Montana (the west entrance to Yellowstone National Park). 

The 4 seasons destination resort will include a major ski area on the slopes 

of Mt. Hebgen as well as a lake village on Hebgen Lake providing both winter and 

summer recreation for several thousand persons. Trails and lifts for skiing, as 

well as a mountain restaurant, are planned for Mt. Hebgen with the gondola lift 

facilities being used in summer for sightseeing. The base area village will pro

vide accomodations, shops, restaurants, recreation facilities including a marina 

on Hebgen Lake, and an environmental education facility. A total ultimate develop

ment with 5,500 beds for visitors and employees residing in the area, and for 1,000 

additional day skiers, is planned. 

The site for the proposed development was chosen on the basis of a number of 

locational factors and favorable existing conditions, as outlined below: 

1. The site is located in close proximity to Yellowstone National Park. 
Yellowstone attracted 2,246,428 visitors in 1972, with 692,901 of these 
entering the Park at its west entrance, which is twelve miles from the 
Ski Yellowstone site. 

2. Ski Yellowstone is located in the Madison River Canyon, which is traveled 
by 200,000 to 300,000 visitors in the summer months. 

3. Mt. Hebgen is a very good skiing mountain, with a total verticle rise 
of 2,000 feet, trails for all abilities, and the potential for ex
cellent cross-country skiing and summer recreational activities. 

4. Mt. Hebgen possesses excellent snow, wind, and weather conditions 
for skiing. 

5. Hebgen Lake which borders on the Ski Yellowstone development site, pro
vides the potential for water-related summer recreation activities. 

6. The ownership characteristics of land in the vicinity of the proposed 
development -- largely Gallatin National Forest lands -- guarantee 
relatively limited future urbanization in the area surrounding the 

project site. 

7. The National Park Service has initiated a policy which encourages future 
development of overnight visitor accommodations outside, and within one 
hours driving distance, of Yellowstone National Park. 
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The cultural forces that continually shape our environment have a greater over

all influence on building than the physical environment especially where criticality 

of climate, topography, etc. is low. This chapter discusses some of the cultural 

forces and their influences. 



Primitive as a 
Relative Term: 

The term primitive actually refers to technological and economic development. By 

our "technological" standards primitive buildings appear to be elementary. However, 

they were built by people using their intellegence and resources to their fullest ex

tent within their limited means while we, with almost unlimited means, work well below 

ours. 

Depending on the context, another cultural group may appear to be "primitive" com

pared to our society but this does not refer to the group abilities or intentions. In 

time, our society will appear primitive to future cultural groups. 

Tradition as a 
Regulator; 

Tradition has been a cultural form modifier in the past but because of our rapid 

and expanding communication and loss of hierchies within society, tradition as a 

regulator has disappeared. This breakdown can also be attributed to the following: 

1. A greater number of building types that are too complex for tradition 
construction methods and because of specialization. 

2. Loss of a common shared value system and image of the world. 

3. Today's culture put such a high premium on originality that society 
becomes dissatisfied with traditional forms and methods many traditional 
cultures place novelty on the undesirable list in order to maintain. Our 
culture still holds to some of this tendency as it shuns new ideas until 
they are widely accepted. 

The American Dreamt 

The American Dream of owning one's own home has had an immense affect on the form 

in our culture. It has in fact forced us into the system of standardization. Standard

ization as a system in terms of efficiency of production is not undesireable. It could 

conceivable be used if the system could gear to varying climatic variables. 

Symbolic Nature and 
Basic Needs: 

It can be shown that many immigrants tend to take their architecture with and it 

is only natural to expect since we would not believe that a group in transient would 

suddenly drop all they had known prior to the point of moving. The Log Cabin Myth 



shows this to be true. It would take incredible ingenuity to land on the shores of 

North America and, because of the need for shelter, immediately construct a log cabin, 

a system of construction altogether unknown to you previously. The colonists of New 

England brought with them forms and construction methods of their own from their native 

land. This was gradually modified because of material availability into forms of the 

log cabins as we know them. 

The tendency to bring the symbols of previous climates and locations is typical 

and often creates difficulty since the persistance of use is often unsuitable in the 

new area. 

Basic human needs such as the need for sustenance (to eat) indirectly affect our 

built environment but the specific manner of how and where to eat directly affects form. 

The relation of various components to one another symbolically has a great in

fluence as a cultural form modifier. The site and its choices has affects on two levies: 

1. physical, and 2. symbolic, cultural, religious. 

The reluctance to change and the acceptance of older forms due to prestige value 

rather than continued validity or utility has long provided modifying effect. 

Religion: 

The symbolism involved with religion has traditionally been one of the greatest 

determinants throughout time. The symbol of the mandale, a cross within a circle, has 

been a traditional design element. At the center of the cross lies the church. The 

church being the center of the community both physically, spiritually, and symbolically. 

In the case of the cathedral chartres, the catherdral is the center of the city with 

all roads leading to it, in the church on the floor lies a maze and symbolically the 

center of the maze was the center of the universe. 

The Present: 

Man has lost the mythological and cosmological orientation so important to primitive 

man. These ideas have been replaced with institutionalization and specialization, the 

assembly line process, the concept of Laissez-Faire to name a few not to exclude the 

bureaucratic method. These new value structures tend to destroy many dominant vernacular 

characteristics. 

Health and recreation have become new religion in effect. The religious and sym

bolic orientation of previous societies have been replaced with sun and sport as ideas. 

Our modern houses orient "picture windows" to views, the beach, the sun, etc. We are 

status oriented in such a way that we demand our residences provide space to display 

our material possessions, i.e. boats, second cars, trailers, snow mobiles, etc. 



Territoriality has great significance with our modern society as it places a need 

to fence your land in such a way as to give the owners "privacy" as a symbol. 

The American Dream home surrounded with a manicured carpet of rich green lush 

grass must be "owned," yet "owners" rarely stay more than five years. 

Many people join a subdivision of dream homes in enclosed communities. The com

munities are symbols of security and prestige. 

Our commercialization has created the problem of excessive choice. 

Mobility has changed so many items that everything becomes similar. People do 

not go camping to "rough it" any longer in their trailers equiped with everything their 

everything—the4rr home has. 

Our culture is in severe trouble. We seem to be acquiring the shared image of no 

image. Our cultural form determinants seem shallow. We need to collectively reexamine 

our goals and aspirations if we are to continue civilisation. In my fresh naive 

country boy way, I believe as a young graduate should, that hopefully, architecture 

as a profession can become involved at the "decision-making level" and help to bring 

about meaningful change and direction to society through the built environment. 



This chapter deals with the environmental forces that have shaped our built 

environment and because of the "nature" of the topic, the items mentioned are not 

conclusive, they are merely indicative. 

"Climate ranks with racial inheritance and cultural development as one of the 

three factors that determine the condition of civilization." 

Ellsworth Huntington 



Mankinds physical inflexibility and capacity for adaption are relatively feeble 

compared to those of animals who possess a wide range of defenses for inclement 

weather. For cold weather some animals grow more feathers, while others reduce met

abolism through hybernation. For excessive heat, some animals shed fur, others utilize 

heighten transportation, still others use nature to cool their homes that they so 

strategically build. 

While at one time in man's evolution ne may have had some of these animal char

acteristics such as growing more hair (our natural body processes still show some 

resemblence, e.g. when chilled, the hair on our body stands on end), general develop

ment has followed more of an intellectual course. As a result we are the only animal 

with a capacity to reason. 

As man has developed his power to think and reason, he has also learned to take 

more and more control of the environmental rigors in which he is surrounded. He has 

been able to cope with his environment at many different levels. He has "progressed" 

from the discovery of fire for warmth and fur for clothing to the point where his own 

ingenuity has produced buildings that have become prisoners of extensive mechanical 

repair and preventative maintenance, since the complex equipment systems do not work 

unless windows are fixed and sealed. This "progressive condition" provides uninhabitable 

spaces because of minor equipment failure. 

Man's clever discovery of reflective glass has helped immeasurably to reduce heat 

in the building it is used on. However, in some cases the improper use has caused 

older buildings without the new glass to become ovens as a result of reflection. Our 

physical and psychological reactions are a direct result of the struggle for biological 

equilibriurn. 

The range at which man achieves a minimum expenditure of energy to maintain a 

steady state of balance is called the comfort zone. Our shelter is our main means 

of fulfillment of this comfort zone. We have learned to modify the natural environment 

by using our buildings as filters, to absorb some elements and to repel others. 

Ideally we will be able to satisfy our own biological needs without dominating the 

natural environment. This will come to pass simply because nature will not stand for 

anything else. 



Nature's Morphology: 

The forces of nature are of immense complexity and any organism living in harmony 

with nature has a great deal of information to teach us. Orientation can be discussed 

in relation to the direction flowers grow, the growth of moss. The force of gravity 

commands the subject of structure at one level while many other environmental variables 

control structure and shape at another level. 

Consider leaf formation. In the cool zone, pine needles are slightly flattened 

and the form is compact so they may withstand extremes of conditions. The leaves of 

the temperate zone have a transparent upper side that permits light through its sur

face. The temperature allows the leaf to broaden. The hot arid zone causes severe 

strain and therefore forms are massive for protection. The warm wet conditions of 

the hot humid zone allow freedom of growth with liberal large shapes. 

Hopefully this natural morphology provides an analogy for building morphology in 

similar situations. 

"The conception of a form is ultimately the understanding of the forces that 

give rise to it, as a representation of a form is a diagram of forces in equilibrium." 

Victor Olgyay 

Natural Advantage: 

Nature's characteristics provide us the opportunity to use them to our architectural 

advantage, i f we understand the principle involved with each characteristic. 

The customary use of trees to surround a home arises from roots that are deeper 

than the aethetic harmony and variety they provide. The thermal performance of vege

tation can be especially beneficial when properly used. 

The two main elements of consideration for the use of trees are: the shape and 

character of the tree itself during all seasons and its shadow shape. An understanding 

of the forces involved with the movement of free air, i.e. wind, can provide many arch

itectural advantages. It can show proper location of building with topography in order 

that we do not built in cold air pockets caused by land forms. We also can use the effect 

of placing buildings near large expanses of water since air movement surrounding these 

bodies moves toward the water at night and away during the day. 

There are many implications involved with an understanding of the laws of nature 

that control structure. 

Perhaps the most obvious advantage that nature provides us in this climate is the 

use of the sun. 



Two Main Influences: 

Early man was bound to the sun as a symbol and many civilisations oriented their 

building to the rising and setting of the sun's glorious rays. Today our cultural 

demands turn our interest in the sun to the psychological and therapeutic value. The 

use of the sun to satisfy these values gives rise to a need for orientation. The 

problems involved with orientation, however, are composed or many factors such as 

topography, privacy, view, noise reduction, heat gain from the sun's radiation, and 

wind. Today the two main influences on physical orientation are sun and wind with 

view following close behind. 

Climatic Differences 
and Similarities: 

The design for climate and necessity to respond to the variables unique to 

various regions can be readily shown by examination of the civilization's response 

to climatic differences. 

Climatic differences change the principles of design that are involved with the 

changing characteristics. As a result of similar climates, various cultures develop 

unique methods of applications of the same principles. This is caused by cultural 

and/or religious differences plus the materials unique to the region. 

The point here is that although different cultures may produce diverse physical 

forms with the same climate variable, the principle involved does not change. This 

concept gives rise to the proposition that Regionality is possible and to some extent 

and in some location exists. This regionality is one of principles though and not of 

form. 

The commonality of material, so typically associated with regional character, does 

not exist in our culture today and will not as long as our economic system allows for 

the transportation of a material unique to one area to a region xcithout that material. 

We seem to look at older cultures without the mobility we have and attempt to 

associate to two cultures. We could reasonably expect that, if the Navajo could import 

steel, marble, and plastic, for example, their physical form would be different. There

fore, a regionality characteristic can exist in our own culture. 

Another difficulty that regionalism faces in the United States is that we are com

posed of many cultural backgrounds and as previously discussed by Amos Rapoport in the 

introduction, two different cultures using the same physical restraints would arrive at 

different forms. 



Therefore, a regional character can exist in the United States but it will be 

on a level of the principles used in the varying climatic areas. That is if design 

will acknowledge these principles (and stop trying to grow large expanses of green 

lush carpet called lawns in areas where they would not otherwise survive.). 



TOWARDS A NEW 
BUILDING ECONOMY 

The following chapter discusses the relation of energy conservation and economic 

choice and hopefully points toward a new direction in future building economy. 
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TOWARDS A NEW 
BUILDING ECONOMY 

Market-Place Prices: 

In an attempt to discover which materials, available to man at this time and place 

would be the most energy efficient, it became necessary to determine which of those 

materials would have the least effect on the immediate site and society in general. 

Material choice for this project, in terms of the least energy use, to society 

was to be considered. The following items: the processing of raw material, the 

production of finished goods, and the transportation of the finished item to the 

construction site were considered. However, because of the scope of this thesis 

another method of material determination was needed since processing, production, 

and transportation costs change as fast as information becomes available. 

With the aid of the expertise of Mr. Walt Nixon and Mr. Richard Stroup, it 

seemed the most feasible "method" for material choice was simply"at the marketplace," 

since all costs to society are actually reflected in the price consumers pay. 

If a material gradually becomes less accessible then processing costs go up and 

these prices affect the rest of the economic chain. 

All externalized costs, processing, production, transportation, installation of 

new pollution reducing equipment, etc, become internalized to the company. The 

company as a result is forced to raise the price to the consumers. The economic 

system we deal with every day then, is the method by which architecture can determine 

the most energy efficient materials, that is if society and government keep placing 

restrictions on industry that serve to protect the environment. There is a low 

likelihood of devising a better system than that of the "marketplace price." 

Benefit and Cost: 

The concepts of benefit and cost are a result of todayfs economic system and there

fore provide additional credence to the previous discussion of "marketplace price." 

Benefit and cost have an affect at two levels, private and social. Private costs 

include financing, risk, construction, additional maintenance, to name a few. Social 

costs could be considered as externalities from industry such as possible from production 

or automobiles or noise in cities. 

Society actually absorbs private benefit in some cases such as an individual who 

feels the need to operate a heated outdoor swimming pool in a cold climate. Although 

the individual pays the direct cost to heat the pool, society as a whole ends up paying 

because of the increased energy consumption of the individual. 



Benefit can be viewed as expense avoided. Therefore, private benefit can result 

in many ways, but one way in terras of energy that the private individual can benefit 

for the use of added insulation for instance is lower fuel bills. As this additional 

insulation reduces fuel costs, the resale value of the structure will go up. Social 

benefits in the case of the private benefit mentioned above could be measured in 

many ways, such as reduced fuel consumption, less pollution, lower marketplace prices. 

Marginal Analysis: 

A difficulty exists in determining the balance between cost and benefit in econ

omic terms. Economics makes use of the concept of marginal analysis to determine this 

balance. It has been applied in a publication concerned with retrofitting existing 

housing with such energy-conserving techniques as storm windows, shutters, insulation 

thickness, etc. in order to measure savings (2). 

The basis for this marginal analysis is that additional investments in Energy-

conserving Techniques (ECT) beyond certain limits generates increasingly smaller 

energy savings. The optimal combination being: 

Msl MS2 
_______ = where Ms = marginal savings and 

Mc = marginal costs 
Mc^ Mc2 

Building Budget vs. 
Energy Budget: 

At this point it would be instructive to introduce the ever increasing need to 

consider an energy budget along with the building budget. If we can discuss the 

building budget as the cost of land, financing, construction, materials and operation 

of the building, then we should consider an energy budget which includes the cost of 

energy consumption for the life or use of the building (the portion of the energy 

budget that involves material choice and societies costs can be considered to be in

cluded in the building budget, in this way the two budgets overlap). 

These two budgets, as you can see, can not clearly be separated and actually are 

a result of one another. Therefore, the use of marginal analysis can act as a two-

way filter (1) placing restrictions on both sides of the total budget. The result 

being one that is a benefit to the individual and society. 



Energy Consumption: 

Energy consumption is greatly affected by initial design decisions such as size, 

shape, orientation, height, proportion, design and number of windows, insulation levels, 

solar shading and use, etc. Of the energy consumption in the U.S., 337c is consumed by 

residential and commercial buildings, 50% of that 33% is consumed by heating and cooling. 

20% to 30% of energy needed for heating and cooling has been consumed by over design of 

large expanses of glass (A). 

A portion of this overuse of energy can be attributed to relying on standardisation 

as the most efficient way to build. This has resulted in a uniform physical environment, 

one of low differentiation for the entire U.S. The condition further requires a high 

level of energy to maintain a "steady state between homogeneous physical form and diverse 

physical environments." This creates the obvious need to understand the unique character 

of each physical environment to be designed for especially where environmental criticalty 

is high. 

Consider (3) building cost and energy consumption at an even level. If marginal 

analysis is used to aid initial design decisions and determine exactly how much additional 

construction or building costs would result in maximized savings, then energy consumption 

would be cut much below the original level. The result is that private benefit goes up, 

social benefit goes up, in the long run (although private costs are higher initially), 

private cost goes down, and social cost goes down. 

Towards a New 
Economy: 

Hopefully our new and arising social consciousness to the ever-increasing problem 

of energy consumption will bring about a better tommorrow through more long range 

thinking and less impatience about short-run expense (5). Using marginal analysis as 

a tool, perhaps society can be shown that higher initial costs will result in long-term 

gain both to individuals and society (each man helping each other). 

The following equation can possibly show how this would work (6) 

Consider the variable "t," allow it to represent the total cost 
to build and operate a building for a period of "n" number of 
years. Assign "x" to be the value of the building budget (real 
estate costs, construction, materials, etc.), assign "y" to be 
the cost of energy consumption of the building for the same 
period of "n" years. 



The variable "z" will represent the cost of additional construction 
to maximize savings, this being determined by marginal analysis, 
"s" will represent the savings realized as a result of the additional 
construction as determined by marginal analysis. 

We can show that: 

x + n(y) = t 

(as y changes with time, its cost rises accordingly and 
hence "n(y).) 

if z is added to x: 

(x + z) 

then s must be subtracted from y: 

n(y-s) 

by substitution, we have: 

(x + z) + n(y-s) = T 

the value of our new total MT" therefore is much smaller than 
the original MtM since each year the savings will increase as a result 
of rising energy prices. The investment in "z" (the additional con
struction at the outset of the project) can be shown to be quickly 
regained. 

Because of these new pressures our new building economy could be established because 

of social motivation through a change in profit motivation. 
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The importance of the research in this thesis was the realization that primitives 

built an environment that although modified by culture, materials, construction and 

technology, their solution demonstrates the use of environmental principles. It is 

the intent of the following section to discuss a way to arrive at and understand 

those principles. 



The primary inclination for this portion of research was to be based on an under

standing of "energy conserving principles" with an emphasis placed on applying the 

resulting "energy conserving techniques" to the project's architectural solution. 

Some of the principles of consideration were: 

thermal lag 
natural lighting 
natural ventilation 
space efficiency 
compactness of geometry 
comfort zone limits 

earth insulation 

solar power 
wind power 
production and use of methane gas 
task lighting 

The next step required an understanding of "micro environmental variables" under 

the heating of micro climate were the following: 

wind 
precipitation 
humidity 
radiation 
temperature 

Under micro topography the following items were to be considered: 

soil structure 
orientation 
elevation 
slope 

vegetation 

Unon careful consideration and many discussions, the above topics appeared to be 

at a secondary level of understanding to the fundamental issues. Each topic discussed 

above appeared to have its own unique relationship to various different elements of arch 

itecture also has its effect on each item. 

Therefore it appeared that some sort of cross-reference should be accomplished re

lating each micro environmental variable to each architectural variable. This study 



also served to breakdown the headings mentioned above into their primary components, 

e.g. under the major heading "micro climate" we see a minor heading, "solar radiation," 

and under that we have the subheadings, "light and heat," below each of these occur 

sub-subheadings, "incoming and outgoing." By cross referencing each of these items 

with the architectural variables (in the case of incoming solar radiation in the form 

of light) and windows, a building component we arrive at an energy conserving principle, 

"natural lighting" or in the cross of windows with incoming solar radiation in the form 

of heat. . ."radiation control." 

The following chart was derived in order to comprehend the micro environmental 

variables and their relationship to architectural variables. The cross of any two 

variables represents an energy conserving principle. The primary principles that 

this thesis has dealt with are represented with a dot. The two tones in each square 

represent primary and secondary relations of variables. 



environmental design principles 

MICRO ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES 

MICROCLIMATE MICRO TOPOGRAPHY 

MOISTURE RADIATION WATER VEGETATION AMENITIES 

PRECIPITATION 

CREMATION 
SITE 
LAYOUT 

ELEVATION 

LOCATION 

RM. ORIENT. 

EX. WALL ARE/I 
BUILDING 
LAYOUT 

PROFILE 

FORM 

INT. SUB 

WOOD 

STONE 

METAL MATERIAL 
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PLASTIC 

FRAME 
WOOD 

PANEL 
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FIELD 

BRICK STONE 
BLOCK 
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METAL 
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POUR IN PL 

SHELL 

PLAS 

DOORS 

WINDOWS 

VENTS 

BUILDING 
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CHIMNEY 

FLOOR 
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The Principles 

At this point, by the use of the convenient cross reference variable chart I 

was not only able to comprehend the variable but obviously the principles involved 

that have been unique to each micro environment. These are the principles for which 

indi?eneous builders built. The next step was to name each principle, diagram its 

meaning schematically, and represent the various methods of solution to each principle. 

The following sheets list and describe the principles considered for this project. 
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The next consideration was that of the understanding of the unique character of 

micro environmental variables. The principles previously mentioned become modified by 

the site information. 

This site information has acted as a filter to the energy conserving principles, 

describing how each unique site requires varying architectural solutions. 

The following is an excerpt of weather and climate in the Mt. Hebgen area by Mr. 

Val Mitchell. Following the text are site diagrams that summarize the primary influences 

acting on each location, the mountain top and the valley below. 



WEATHER 

The following information was extracted from the Ski Yellowstone environmental 

study. 

Introduction 

The weather and climate of the Red Canyon area contribute significantly to make 

the area desirable as a year round recreational area. Summers are usually very 

pleasant for outdoor recreation with warm days and cool nights and little precip

itation. The area is cold in winter, but not as cool as the reputation of the area 

might have it. Winter temperatures are cold enough that the substantial snowfall 

remains on the ground throughout the winter. 

Weather data in the Red Canyon area are very limited, hence the data that follows 

are estimates for the area of interest based on a knowledge of mountain meteorology 

and the weather records of West Yellowstone, Hebgen Dam, and to a much lesser degree, 

Horse Butte lookout. 

Temperature: 

The only temperature records available in Red Canyon are those taken from a 

thermograph network set up on the east slope of Mt. Hebgen in late January, 1973. 

However, a good long term temperature record is available for Hebgen Dam, eight 

miles west-northwest of the mouth of Red Canyon. The Hebgen Dam record provides the 

basis of the following discussion of temperature in the Red Canyon-Mt. Hebgen area. 

The thermograph network data have been used for guidance whenever they were helpful. 

As stated previously summers in the Red Canyon area are mild and winters are cold. 

This is borne out by the estimates of mean monthly maximun, minimum, and mean temp

eratures for the proposed village site at the mouth of Red Canyon presented in Table 1. 

January is the coldest month with a mean maximum temperature of 22° F and a mean 

minimum temperature of 5° F. Although the West Yellowstone-Hebgen Lake area has the 

reputation of being very cold in winter, these figures suggest that there are periods 

even during January that are pleasant and mild for winter. 

The mean maximum for July is 78° F and the mean minimum is 46° F. Summer days 

tend to be very pleasant but the nights are usually distinctly cool. There are some 

days during the summer when the diurnal range (the difference between the maximum temp

erature and the minimum temperature) is about 50 degrees. This large temperature change 

from day to night should be considered when planning evening or nighttime outdoor recreation 

activities. 

XL 



Typical of most places in the middle latitudes, the Red Canyon area experiences 

temperature fluctuations resulting from the movement of fronts and pressure systems 

through the area. Tables 2 and 3 have been prepared in an effort to show both the 

variability of temperature and the proportion of time extreme temperatures occur. Table 

2 presents the percent of days of each month that the maximum temperatures can be ex

pected to be lower than the selected values indicated. For example, the maximum temp

erature on 86% of the days in January will probably be 32° F. or colder, while maximum 

temperatures are below 0° F on 6% of the days in January. 

Table 2 shows that, while it does get cold in the Red Canyon area, the percent 

of the time that it is very cold is small. Maximum temperatures below 0° F can be 

expected only 6% of the time in January, 1% of the time in February, and 4% of the 

time in December. On the other hand, maximum temperatures above 32° F can be expected 

14% of the time. (The percent of days that maximum or minimum temperatures are above 

a certain level can be obtained from Tables 2 and 3 by subtracting the percent figure 

in the body of the table from 100.) 

Maximum temperatures in summer rarely exceed 90° F, but cool days when the maximum 

does not exceed 70° F are not uncommon, especially in August. 

Winter minimum temperatures (Table 3) can be very cold, with the temperature 

occasionally reaching -40° F. However, the percent of days when these very cold 

temperatures occur is small. During December and January, and February, minimum 

temperatures below zero can be expected about one third of the time. This will 

usually not be a problem for outdoor recreation since maximum temperatures on these 

days will usually be at least 10° F. Also, temperature inversions are quite likely 

when the minimum temperatures at the village site are below zero, with the result 

that it will usually be warmer in the morning on the slopes of Mt. Hebgen than at 

the village. 

As suggested before, summer minimum temperatures can be quite cool. For example, 

in July and August the minimum temperatures on about one half the days can be expected 

to be 45° F or cooler. 

It should be noted that Tables 2 and 3 are based on a number of years and that 

the percent frequency of temperature for any one month may depart from the estimates 

in the tables. 

The duration of very cold weather is often as important as the temperature itself. 

While it does get very cold in the Red Canyon area from time to time, the cold periods 

are usually of short (1-3 days) duration. In the 36 year period from January 1938 to 

February 1973, maximum temperatures at Hebgen Dam remained at or below 0° F for 4 or 



more days on only five occasions. The longest period of cold weather was in December, 

1972 when the maximum temperature remained at or below zero for eight days. This was 

the result of an unusually large and severe artic outbreak that covered most of the 

western United States. 

The temperature estimates just given are for the proposed village area at the 

mouth of Red Canyon. These estimates cannot be realistically applied to Ht. Hebgen. 

Although temperature information would be desirable, especially for the top of Mt. 

Hebgen, such information is not available and reasonable estimates cannot be made with 

currently existing data. The best that can be done at the present time is to present, 

in a very broad manner, some general relationships between a mountain ridge or peak 

and the adjacent valley floor using the short term thermograph records from Mt. Hebgen 

and the weather records from the Horse Butte lookout, which are for summers only, as 

guidance. 

The temperatures on top of Mt. Hebgen should be more than those at the mouth of 

Red Canyon. Daytime temperatures should be from 3 to 10 degrees cooler than the 

valley and nighttime temperatures should vary between a few degrees cooler to perhaps 

as much as 30 degrees warmer than the valley floor. The large positive difference at 

night results from the formation of temperature inversions which form frequently at 

night. During the winter, the top of Mt. Hebgen should be considerably warmer than 

the valley floor during periods of intensely cold weather. Temperatures on the top of 

Mt. Hebgen probably rarely drop much below 0° F. 

Another situation when Mt. Hebgen will usually be warmer than the valley below is 

on clear summer nights, when cooling by radiation is usually at a maximum. The temp

erature difference here, however, will not be as great at that during the very cold 

periods of winter and is not o' the practical significance of the wintertime situation. 

More will be said about temperature inversions in the discussion of air pollution. 

Precipitation 

The best estimate of the monthly and annual orecipitation at the proposed village 

site at the mouth of Red Canyon is the precipitation data from Hebgen dam. Although 

the precipitation at the Dam is not representative of the precipitation on the ski 

areas of Mt. Hebgen, it is probably quite representative of the village site. Hence, 

the following estimates for the village site are based on the Hebgen Dam precipitation 

records. 

The mean precipitation for each month is presented in Table 4. The average annual 

precipitation for the 1931-1970 period is 27.41 inches. There are two rather distinct 



wet seasons, winter and late spring. The wettest month is June, with an average of 3.11 

inches but January precipitation is nearly as high with an average of 3.05 inches. Of 

the total precipitation, 48.9falls during the winter (November through March) and 20.6% 

falls during May and June. The driest season of the year runs from July through September. 

An important characteristic of the precipitation in the Hebgen Lake area is variability 

In addition to mean precipitation, Table 4 also presents the standard deviation of precip

itation, greatest amount, and least amount for each month for the 40 year period considered. 

As can be seen, any month of the year can be very wet or very dry. Nine of the twelve 

months of the year have received more than five inches of precipitation, with the greatest 

total going over seven inches in June and December. On the other hand, each month has had 

at least one occurrence of precipitation less than one inch, with the least precipitation 

in August, October, and November being less than 0.1 inches. 

The driest year during the period considered was 1931 when only 19.44 inches of 

precipitation fell. The wettest year was 1964 with just over 38 inches of precipitation. 

It should be noted that the decade from 1961 to 1970 was considerably wetter than the 

preceding thirty years. Each year in the decade was wetter than the average for the 

preceding thirty years. During three years, 1964, 1967, and 1970, over 35 inches of 

precipitation fell. Both 1971 and 1972 were also above the long term average. There 

is no way of determining whether or not this trend of increased precipitation will 

continue. 

From a recreational viewpoint, one pertinent factor relating to precipitation is 

the number of days in a given month when precipitation occurs. For skiing, frequent 

precipitation has distinct benefits as well as a few disadvantages. However, from the 

viewpoint of summer outdoor recreation, frequent rainy weather is a distinct disad

vantage. Estimates of hte average number of days with measurable (.01 inches or more) 

precipitation to be expected are given in Table 5 for each month. These estimates may 

be slightly high since they are based on the period from 1960 through 1972, a period 

of above average precipitation, but they are sufficiently accurate to serve as guide

lines. During the winter and late spring, precipitation can be expected on nearly 

half of the days. Summer and fall are clearly the best months from a low precipitation 

standpoint, but no month can be thought of as precipitation free. 

The hydrologic aspects of precipitation are treated in the hydrology section of 

this report. 



Cloud Cover: 

Estimates of cloud cover for the Red Canyon area are given in Table 6. These 

estimates are based on weather observations taken by the U.S. Weather Service in 

West Yellowstone at three hour intervals. Presented are the percent of daylight 

hours in each month that are clear, partly cloudy (from 1/10 to and including 5/10 

of the sky covered with clouds), mostly cloudy (from 6/10 to and including 9/10 of 

the sky covered with clouds), and overcast. Also presented are the mean cloud cover 

from sunrise to sunset for each month and an estimate of the percent possible sunshine 

received during each month. The estimates of cloud cover do not differentiate between 

low heavy clouds and high thin (cirrus) clouds that rarely hide the sun, hence there 

are some days included in the mostly cloudy or overcast categories that are somewhat 

sunny even though high thin clouds are present. 

The data in Table 6 show that overcast conditions are very common in winter. If 

the clear and partly cloudy days are considered to be nice days and the mostly cloudy 

and overcast days are considered as cloudy days, it is cloudy almost 70% of the time 

in January. In July, clear or partly cloudy weather conditions prevail about 75% of 

the time. 

From the standpoint of outdoor recreation, the month of June requires special 

comment. June is usually considered to be the first month of summer and the beginning 

of the vacation season. However, in the Red Canyon area, June is really a spring 

month rather than the first month of summer. It is the month of maximum average 

precipitation and the skies are cloudy about 50% of the time. 

Outdoor recreation can be hampered considerably by the weather during this month. 

This is probably the only month of the year when the weather in the Red Canyon area is 

just the opposite of what is desired from an outdoor recreation viewpoint. In contrast, 

July, August, and September tend to be sunny and dry. 

Wind: 

The winds in the Red Canyon area, as in most mountainous terrain, are strongly 

controlled by the local topography. Except for those periods when a strong pressure 

system, usually a low or a front in the area, overrides the local influence, a typical 

mountain-valley wind system prevails in Red Canyon and on the alluvial fan at the mouth 

of the canyon. This makes the winds in the area very predictable much of the time. 

At night, the airflow at the surface is down the canyon at from five to ten miles 

per hour. As the canyon mouth broadens, the airflow pattern fans out in the manner 



shown in the drawing entitled "Wind." During the daytime, the airflow is up the canyon 

basically as shown in the drawing. Although daytime airflow across the alluvial fan is 

basically as shown in the drawing, measurements at Grayling show that at any time it 

may vary from southeast to southwest. This upcanyon movement is usually reinforced by 

the southwest winds that prevail during daylight hours in the entire West Yellowstone 

basin, resulting in upcanyon wind speeds of five to ten miles per hour, which is 

stronger than typical upcanyon airflow. This typical diurnal airflow pattern prevails 

most of the time during the summer, and much of the time in the other seasons. It is 

best developed during good weather. 

The prevailing wind at the village site is from the south or southwest. How

ever, in terms of the total number of hours of wind from a given direction, a down-

canyon (north wind) is almost as common as a south or southwest wind because of the 

strong topographical control of the nighttime winds. 

The diurnal airflow pattern should not present any problems, except possibly in 

the siting of the sewage disposal facilities. It would be desirable to locate the 

waste water treatment facilities such that there is a minimum of air movement from 

the treatment plant toward the village. A site east of the abandoned town of Grayling, 

as suggested, is the best site north of Highway 287. This site does have the disadvantage 

that a southeast wind will carry odors from the treatment facility toward the village 

site. Although south and southwest winds are more common during the day than south

east winds, southeast winds do occur. During a three week period in June and early July, 

southeast winds occured at Grayling about 6% of the time. 

From strictly a wind viewpoint, a site as far southeast of Grayling as possible 

would be the preferred location for the waste water treatment facitilies. However, 

wind direction is just one of several factors that must be considered in locating this 

plant. 

Less information is available concerning the winds during storm periods than during 

nonstorm periods. The deflection of wind by mountains is such that strong winds other 

than up or down canyon will be rare in the bottom of Red Canyon. At the village site, 

the wind direction will be less controlled by topography. As cold fronts approach the 

area, the village site will be subjected to fairly strong, gusty south to southwest winds. 

After a cold front passes through the area, the winds will be westerly but remain strong 

and gusty. In either situation, sustained wind speeds greater than 25 miles per hour will 

be rare. However, gusts to 40 or 50 miles per hour could occur. Usually winds associated 

with a cold front will not be this strong. 



The strongest winds in the area will probably occur during thunderstorms. It 

is not uncommon for peak gusts in thunderstorms to exceed 50 miles per hour. 

There is nothing to suggest that the proposed village site is subject to winds 

that are stronger than those found in most locations. As long as all facilities are 

properly constructed, wind at the village site and in the bottom of Red Canyon should 

not present problems. 

Thus far, this discussion of wind has not dealt with the important problem of 

wind on Mt. Hebgen. Unfortunately, the winds on Mt. Hebgen present a much more complex 

problem than the winds on the valley floor. About the only statement that can be made 

with confidence about wind speed and direction on a mountain is that each mountain or 

ridge must be considered by itself. Hence, little information concerning the winds on 

Mt. Hebgen can be obtained from any source except Mt. Hebgen itself. 

The prevailing wind direction on top of Mt. Hebgen is probably southwest. There 

is no way of predicting wind speeds on Mt. Hebgen. It is encouraging that little 

evidence of wind scour or drifting has been found by those who spent time on the mountain. 

It is strongly recommended that wind speed and direction measurements be taken on 

Mt. Hebgen during the coming winter. Discussions with Hans Geier indicate that this 

is planned. It should be stressed, however, that obtaining usable measurements of wind 

speed and direction on a mountain during winter is very difficult. Since commercial 

power is not available on the mountain, the measuring equipment and recorders will 

have to be battery powered. It may be necessary to bury the batteries to protect them 

from the cold. This means that the wind measuring instruments should be set up and thor

oughly checked out before snow begins to accumulate on the mountain. It will also be 

necessary to check the instruments frequently, probably every few days, to ensure that 

they are working properly. 

The measurement of wind speed and direction on Mt. Hebgen during winter is very 

important and yet will be very difficult. It is strongly suggested that a person with 

experience in this type of measuring problem be involved in the purchase and set up of 

this equipment. 

Evapotranspiration 

In order to properly design the waste water treatment facilities, it is important 

to know as accurately as possible what the monthly and annual rates of evaporation can 

be expected at the mouth of Red Canyon. Unfortunately, there is no good method to 

calculate evaporation (or evaoptranspiration if plants are involved) and the time and 

financial limitations of this study have not permitted the measurement of evaporation in 

the area. 



In order to have some estimate of evaporation in the Red Canyon area the potential 

evapotranspiration (the maximum amount of evapotranspiration possible when water is 

readily available) was calculated for the area of interest using a method developed by 

Thornwaite. The monthly values obtained are given in Table 7. Thornwaite assumes that 

there is no evapotranspiration during a month when the mean temperature is below 32° F. 

The estimated annual evapotranspiration by this method is 19 inches. 

There are several energy budget methods of estimating evapotranspiration, but the 

meteorological data needed to use them are not available in the Hebgen Lake area. A 

study done in Australia compared measured evapotranspiration values with those obtained 

by several methods of calculating the evapotranspiration. The results suggest that the 

Thornwaite method underestimates the actual evapotranspiration. Using these results 

for a crude correction factor on the Red Canyon potential evapotranspiration figure sug

gests that actual evapotranspiration from an open water surface is probably near 30 

inches per year. The monthly corrected values are given in Table 7. 

I Impact on 
Atmospheric 

Environment: 

In all probability, the only way that the development of a year round recreation 

complex in and around Red Canyon can adversely affect the atmospheric environment is 

through air pollution. Since very stable atmospheric conditions, which tend to trap 

air pollutants and retain them in the area, are very common in the West Yellowstone-

Hebgen Lake Basin, air pollution is definitely a potential problem. 

The quality of the air in the Red Canyon is presently good. However, temperature 

inversions and other stable conditions develop in the area during most nights and during 

very cold weather. Usually, the atmosphere becomes sufficiently unstable during the day 

to permit pollutants trapped in the basin to be flushed out. An exception to this is 

during very cold periods when temperature inversions persist throughout the day. 

The point of prime concern in air pollution in the Red Canyon area is not as much 

the violation of state and federal air pollution standards as it is the preservation 

of the generally good visibility that is usually present. The scenery in the Red Canyon 

area is one of its selling points, and any obscuration of that scenery behind a pall of 

smoke is undesirable. 

The key to preventing air pollution in the area of concern lies in the limitation 

of air pollution sources. It is apparently planned to use electricity heat all facilities 

since natural gas is not available in the area. It is important that this be the case. 



As long as a clean source of heat is used, the only apparent sources of air pollution 

are fireplaces and automobiles. Automobiles should not present much of a problem since 

their use will not be concentrated in one area. Fireplaces, however, present a different 

problem. A fireplace is a desirable feature in living units, but in a village as large 

as the one being proposed, if every living unit has a fireplace there will be times when 

the accumulation of air pollutants in the area will be very noticeable. The writer is 

not aware of any method usable within the limitations of this study to specify the max

imum number of fireplaces that could be permitted before problems develop. There is an 

arbitrary limit on the number of fireplaces will have to be set, using as a guideline 

the fact that as the number of fireplaces increases, the problem increases. Even though 

caution should be exercised, a total ban on fireplaces is probably not called for. 

During the construction phase of the proposed project, an increase in dust will 

probably occur, but once construction is complete, dust should not be a problem. 

With respect to the impact of the project on the atmosphere in ways other than 

through air pollution, all such impacts are expected to be minimal and local. The 

clearing of areas on Mt. Hebgen for ski trails will affect the microclimate of the 

cleared area and may result in a change of plant species. But unless new species are 

deliberately introduced, the plants that move into the cleared areas will be those that 

are already found in the nonforested areas of the mountain. 

Similarly, a change in microclimate will occur on the alluvial fan where the vil

lage is constructed. But the area affected will be limited to the immediate village 

area. The overall impact on the atmosphere of such actions as the clearing of ski 

trails or the construction of a village the size of the one planned is so small that 

it is of no concern. 



TABLE 1 

Temperature Data Estimates for Red Canyon Village Site 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

Max 22 28 36 47 59 68 78 77 66 52 35 24 

Min 5 6 13 25 34 40 46 44 37 27 19 8 

Mean 13.5 17.0 24.5 36.0 46.5 54.0 62.0 60.5 51.5 39.5 27.0 16.0 37.3 



TABLE 2 

Percent of Days With Maximum Temperature at or below Selected Values 

;mp °F Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Temp 

-25 •JU -25 
-20 1 -20 
-15 1 * -15 
-10 2 * -10 
-5 3 2 -5 
0 6 1 4 0 
5 10 2 * • 7 5 
10 16 3 1 * 12 10 
15 27 8 3 * 24 15 
20 44 18 6 1 4 40 20 
25 60 36 12 1 1 15 60 25 
30 78 60 28 2 * * 3 32 80 30 
32 86 69 36 3 * * 5 42 88 32 
35 95 83 52 9 * 1 9 58 96 35 
40 99 96 73 31 3 2 18 79 99 40 
45 99 85 55 10 1 6 29 92 45 
50 94 77 22 6 1 12 43 97 50 
55 99 90 36 14 3 19 60 99 55 
60 97 54 26 1 6 30 79 60 
65 99 72 41 2 9 46 90 65 
70 86 59 8 17 64 97 70 
75 96 76 24 33 83 99 75 
80 99 92 57 57 96 80 
85 99 89 89 99 85 
90 99 99 90 

*less than 1% but greater than 0% 



TABLE 3 

Percent of Days With Minimum Temperature At or Below Selected Values 

Temp °F Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Temp °F 

-40 1 -40 
-35 2 * * -35 
-30 3 1 * * -30 
-25 6 2 1 2 -25 
-20 10 4 4 5 -20 
-15 13 8 6 10 -15 
-10 19 14 12 15 -10 
-5 25 22 17 1 * 21 -5 
0 34 30 22 1 2 32 0 
5 45 39 28 2 1 5 42 5 
10 57 49 38 6 2 12 55 10 
15 67 63 53 16 1 4 26 67 15 
20 78 76 68 29 3 1 9 41 79 20 
25 86 87 81 51 9 3 21 61 89 25 
30 95 94 91 76 26 2 1 13 49 84 96 30 
32 98 96 95 85 38 5 * 1 20 61 91 99 32 
35 99 99 99 96 60 13 2 4 35 80 98 35 
40 99 90 40 11 15 62 95 40 
45 99 80 43 54 86 99 45 
50 98 83 84 97 50 
55 99 97 96 99 55 
60 99 99 60 

*less than 1% but greater than 0% 



TABLE 4 

Precipitation Data Estimates for Red Canyon Area (in inches) 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

Mean 3.05 2.47 2.40 1.81 2.53 3.11 1.54 1.47 1.65 1.84 2.54 2.94 27.41 

Std. Dev. 1.44 1.06 1.22 .97 1.26 1.54 .89 1.28 1.22 1.28 1.16 1.31 5.06 

Greatest 6.90 5.33 5.06 4.50 6.02 7.50 3.86 6.28 5.42 6.22 4.80 7.10 38.06 

Least .66 .66 .52 .31 .16 .67 .30 .06 .13 0 .08 .90 19.44 

TABLE 5 

Estimated Average Number of Days With Measurable Precipitation 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

17 12 11 9 11 13 7 7 8 7 12 15 129 



Sunrise to Sunset Cloud Cover Estimates for Red Canyon Area 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Clear 15* 19 23 21 32 21 46 46 38 29 26 22 

Partly 
Cloudy 15 17 19 17 24 28 32 28 25 22 17 15 

Mostly 
Cloudy 14 17 17 20 16 24 13 13 18 20 11 10 

Overcast 56 47 41 42 98 27 9 13 IP 2° 45 53 

Mean Cloud 
Cover ** 7.2 6.6 6.1 6.3 4.9 5.6 3 0 3.3 4.1 5.2 6.0 6.6 

7o Possible 
Sunshine 52 59 64 62 73 68 83 8^ 77 71 64 59 

* average percent of daylight hours cloud condition prevailed, 

** in tenths of the sky covered with clouds. 

TABLE 7 

Evapotranspiration Estimates (in inches) 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 

19.0 

30.4 

Thornwaite 0 0 0 0.7 2.3 3.5 4.8 4.0 2.5 1.2 0 0 

Corrected 0 0 0 1.1 3.7 5.6 7.7 6.4 4.0 1.9 0 0 
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Implication; 

The previous material demonstrates the forces of the environment that effect the 

architectural solution through modification of energy conserving principles. This 

modification leads directly to physical implications for each building, its corresponding 

site and its influences. 

The following sheets demonstrate only a few of the implications for each building. 

Process Synthesis 

The process synthesis sheets that follow the physical implication material demon

strate the use of the principles and their site modified physical implication in the 

architectural solution for this thesis. 
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The following section tabulates the functions and square footage requirements 

of both the mountain top restaurant and the valley commercial day center. Each 

sheet diagrams the relation of the function to all other functions as well as a 

diagram representing a schematic of each function. 
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The following section discusses the general design concepts and their relationship 

to the functional requirements, the environmental modification from the physical impli

cations of the analysis synthesis section and the final drawings of the architectural 

solution. 



To gain advantage of earth as insulation, it occurred to me to study the nature 

of the spaces involved with the building in order to develop a priority for light and 

view. It appears that since it is relatively simple to get light underground, view 

to the outside contradicts the use of the earth as insulation since it removes earth 

from the walls. Therefore, those activities that are interior oriented, i.e. mechanical, 

shops, offices, etc., could be located below the grade. It would be desirable to allow 

natural light into the underground spaces and imperative to provide view into the shops 

from the pedestrian areas in order that items for sale would be visually merchandisable. 

Accordingly, the functions that require short-term turnover and have a need to 

view pedestrian activity would be placed in a heirarchy of circulation that would allow 

the various needs to occur. As a result, the restaurant and brown bag areas were to be 

placed at grade level and the longer term later day activities, i.e. the bar, would be 

situated at the second level. 

Because of the nature of the flat site, in order to maintain the correct elevation 

to the mountain, the gondola required a second story exit from the day center. As a 

result, this gondola restriction also had a major influence in the general concept form

ulation. 

The second major design concept came from the use of the building as a sun trap 

oriented to the skier traffic. This concept became a modifier in two ways. First, 

in order that the building operate efficiently as a sun trap in the winter and reduce 

heat gain in the summer, the building configuration needed to be elongated in one dir

ection and oriented so that the elongated side face southeast. Second, as a destination 

resort, the sun court would be more effectively situated so as to consume the bulk of 

the skiers from the resort lodging locations. By placing the building on the west side 

of the valley, the gondola lines are shorter and the sun court operates in efficient 

conjunction with the resort circulation. 

Because of the commanding panarama available to anyone standing at the summit of 

Mt. Hebgen, I was tempted to allow the amenities of view overcome the reality of the 



problem of high southwest winds. If the restaurant were to be placed on the summit's 

edge, it would be critical to maintain a low profile so as to 1. limit the wind 

effect on the building, i.e. infiltration, structural wracking, etc. 2. provide an 

inconspicuous addition to the summit as viewed from Hebgen Lake and the highway. 

Because of the soil instability and excavation difficulty, the concept of low 

profile was eliminated. In addition, the snow depth of approximately 120" would offer 

great difficulty to a compressed solution. 

As a result of site analysis, I felt that the best placement of the mountain top 

restaurant would be moved back from the edge and provide an observation deck at the crest. 

The building was sited back from the edge approximately 50 feet behind an existing 

stand of pines and the observation deck connected with the building via an elevated walkway. 

As previously mentioned, the geology dictated as little soil disturbance as possible, 

and therefore, the structural concept that came to mind was one of concrete embedded poles 

bearing glulaminated timbers. 

4. mountain 
(second) 

The second major design concept for the mountain building was derived from the method 

of arrival, the gondola. It seemed that the conclusion to the journey could use the 

building as a focus of arrival and in turn the people in the building could take advantage 

of the arrival of the gondola as a focus for social interaction. Thus the building, 

designed with the above in mind, would allow a convenient waiting and meeting point for 

alpine skiers, hikers, cross-country skiers, all users. 

Functional 
Requirements s 

After having laid the foundations for design with the establishment of concepts 

for building use, the next major objective was to establish a functional requirement 

for the building. (The concepts being formed with a primary understanding of the 

spaces and their uses). This process required an indepth understanding of each space, 

its use, its effect on adjacent spaces, its equipment requirements within as well as 

outside its own space. 

This study led to a more detailed understanding of each space and its relation to 

the others. At this point, with the use of the design programming method discussed in 

Design in Architecture by Broadbert. Each space was set up in a grid that allows a com

parison of each space to every other space (See Program), 



An essential-nonessential value was placed on each space relation as thev were 

compared to each other. This information was applied to another relationship diagram 

that grapihcallv allowed one to connect essentially related soaces. This was done 

by drawing the title of each space in a bubble each bubble being arranged in a large 

circle. For any one area a line was drawn to every other area that was essentially 

related. The resulting diagram is a ma' e of overlapping lines. This ma e is system

atically eliminated by redrawing the bubbles as many times as necessarv so as to eliminate 

all overlaoDing lines- The final form yields a schematic diagram of area relationships. 

This schematic bubble-diagram is then modified so as to accommodate the original concepts. 

Environmental 
Modi f ication 

The next step was to apply the physical implications from the environmental 

principles mentioned in analysis and synthesis. This procedure further molded the 

schematic bubble diagram into the architectural solution that follows. 
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FOR ALL THIS I OWE MY PARENTS 
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